America’s Labor Market Analyzer (ALMA) ®
The Most Sophisticated Analytical Tool for Labor Market Analysis and Economic Development

®

America’s Labor Market Analyzer (ALMA) is designed
for analysts, economists, education providers, and
statisticians who handle workforce-related data. ALMA
offers real-time jobs and candidate analysis, as well
as traditional data from every state in the country.
The system analyzes transactional data, including
advertised jobs data and candidate data, as well as
cumulative data spanning eight years, gathered from
job postings and traditional labor market information.
ALMA incorporates a user-friendly interface that
allows users to access comprehensive, detailed labor
demand data. Users can customize the configuration
of their dashboards, as well as filter and display data
in ways that are relevant and useful to their needs. The
unmatched data available in ALMA can assist users
with making informed labor market decisions.

Comprehensive Jobs and Résumé Data

ALMA Dashboard

ALMA provides access to aggregated advertised jobs and résumé data including skills, certifications, and tools
and technology from advertised jobs. ALMA’s sophisticated post-processing techniques extract information
from advertised online job postings and résumés and categorizes them into distinct, detailed job skills,
certifications, and tools and technology skills, based on the O*NET classification system.

Quality Data is the Difference
ALMA provides users with the most accurate economic
data available, inclusive of historical and aggregated
national jobs data. Geographic Solutions’ commitment
to quality sourcing and parsing of timely data gives
analysts the ability to track the current state of job
openings and the growth rates associated.
Individual users looking for a specific job posting can
compare information such as wage rates, the total
number of similar jobs available locally, and the
competition in the job market, offering a true glimpse
into the real-time job market. Economic developers are
able to perform customized labor market trend analysis
using information from both traditional and real-time
supply-and-demand data.

Sample Wage Rates and Job Openings

Data Comparison Without Boundaries
ALMA users can analyze and compare labor market information seamlessly across state lines. ALMA shows
side-by-side comparisons for multiple labor market data sets for time periods, various geographic areas,
occupations, industries, and other key parameters. This custom, real-time labor market information data is
available to users 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

Interactive Labor Market Data
O*NET codes, NAICS codes, and employer information come alive in vibrant maps, graphs, and reports
displaying search criteria based on time periods, geographic divisions, occupations, industries, job listing
sources, and employers. User-friendly controls create dynamic reports that can be generated on a monthly,
quarterly, or annual basis. These reports can assist economic developers in pinpointing areas of weakness and
positive trends for their state or region.

Sample Real-Time Job Distribution Data Graphs
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Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (WIOA)
Demand Occupations
Job Openings by Occupation, Industry, Education,
and Work Experience
Occupational Wages (OES & Advertised Jobs)
Occupational Employment by Industry
Occupational Employment and Projections (Long
and Short-Term)
Labor Force Employment and Unemployment
(LAUS)
Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages
(QCEW)
Local Industry Activity Levels (Location Quotient
Calculator)

Annual
Subscription
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Current Employment Statistics (CES)
Staffing Patterns
Industry Employment and Projections (Long and
Short-term)
Census Bureau Commuting Patterns
Workforce System Job Openings and Applications
Sales and Tax Data
Occupational Licensing
Income (median family/household, median HUD,
per capita, total personal)
Unemployment Insurance Claimants
Economic Indices (CPI)
Population and Demographic Characteristics

America’s Labor Market Analyzer is available as a single seat license,
which gives a user access to both current and historical labor market data.
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